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অর্ক দ্যূতি দাসঅর্ক দ্যূতি দাস
বাঙাতির গব্ক তিযািী বসার যার 
খেিাবব রবযবে ৬ তি আি হাজার শৃঙ্গ 
জয এবং ১৪ খেবর ১৫ তি েয খেবর 
সাি হাজার তিিার শৃঙ্গ জয, এবার 
খসই ‘িাহাত়ি রনযূা’ তিযািী বসাবর 
খদো খগি এর অনযূ রূবি রিরািার 
আন্তজ্কাতির বইবিিায খদারানদার 
তহবসবব। খোিবদর বই খেবর শুরু 
রবর ব়িবদর তবতিন্ন ধরবনর তবতিন্ন 
স্তবরর বই খদেবি িাওযা যায এই 
আন্তজ্কাতির বইবিিায। P2

As Subham Chatterjee diligent-
ly pursues his Master’s degree in 
Law, he also dabbles in teaching 
within the gates of Brainware 
University, demonstrating an 
amazing mix of drive and deter-
mination. This unusual route is 
the result of pure determination 
and an abiding desire to learn, 
not random chance. Proper 
preparation and constant dedi-
cation are necessary to manage 
rigorous coursework and teach-
ing duties. P2
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Exploring cinema’s diversity: 
A glimpse into the film fest

Rahul Mondal

Attending the film festival has 
always been on my imaginary 
to-do list. Movies, for me, 
are not just a hobby; they are 
an integral part of my life. 
For me, it goes beyond mere 
entertainment, encompassing 
the aesthetic and cinematic 
aspects, even though my 
knowledge in these areas 
is limited. Fortunately, my 
admission to film studies 
granted me the opportunity to 
attend the Kolkata Interna-
tional Film Festival 2023.
    This festival was held at 
Nandan, the West Bengal 
Film Center, a place I have 
visited to watch many other 
Bengali films before. Howev-
er, this time it was for the film 
festival. I was excited for the 
film screenings, though a little 
bit confused about which 
ones to watch because there 
were too many great films, 
and I was very indecisive. 
During the festival, I attended 
the screening with my friend 
Mousumi because she also 
loves movies the way I do. 
So we decided to watch 
the first-day, early morning 

show ‘Akaler Sandhane’ 
by Mrinal Sen. This year, 
KIFF authorities decided to 
give a centenary tribute to 
Mrinal Sen and Dev Anand, 
providing us the opportunity 
to watch the screening of 
‘Bhuvan Shome’ by Mrinal 
Sen and ‘Baazi’ by Guru Dutt, 
starring Dev Anand. There 
were many decorations in the 
big Nandan premises—some 
good, some not—but we were 
more focused on the films 
we were going to watch. 
We spent those seven days, 
mostly from early morning to 
late nights, hopping from one 
theater to another, watching 
films. We decided which film 
to watch and which not to, but 
it was made easier by two of 
my professors, Dollar Mondal 
sir and Tanmoy Goswami Sir, 
who not only accompanied us 
in watching several screen-
ings but are the persons for 
my increased love and enthu-
siasm for films. Watching the 
screenings with them was one 
of the best decisions we made 
during the festival.
    In conclusion, sharing a 
credible opinion about KIFF 
2023 might be challenging 

for someone like me, who 
had not attended such a film 
festival before. However, 
personally, the experience 
exceeded my expectations. 
Despite some shortcomings, 
such as the lackluster posters 
and occasional screening 
issues, the opportunity for 
people to watch these films on 
the big screen for free is a sig-
nificant achievement. I have 
witnessed many stories, such 
as the tea maker in front of 
the theater going out to watch 
cinema with her family for 
the first time just because the 
screenings were free. I often 
hear that these festivals cater 
to individuals who understand 
cinema and possess extensive 
knowledge of it. However, I 
believe otherwise: films have 
always been a mass consump-
tion product, irrespective of 
the background they cater to. 
Moreover, during the world 
wars or the cold wars, films 
were used as a propaganda 
tool to meet the agenda of 
the respective interest. So, it 
cannot be true that cinema 
is only for people who have 
knowledge about it and its 
aesthetics. Over these seven 

days, I have watched 18 
great movies, which I have 
listed below. Go and see these 
movies if you get the chance 
once in your lifetime on the 
big screen. The movies are 
‘Akaler Sandhane’ (1980) 
by Mrinal Sen, ‘Monster’ 
(2023) by Hirokazu Koree-
da, ‘A Dog’s Life’ (1950) by 
Mario Monicelli and Steno, 
‘The Survival of Kindness’ 
(2022) by Rolf De Heer, 
‘Daaaaaali!’ (2023) by 
Quentin Dupiex, ‘Close Your 
Eyes’ (2023) by Victor Erice, 
‘Baazi’ (1951) by Guru Dutt, 
‘Towards Happy Alleys’ 
(2023) by Sreemoyee Singh, 
‘Bhuvan Shome’ (1969) by 
Mrinal Sen, ‘Xala’ (1975) 
by Ousmane Sembene, ‘We 
Will Not Fade Away’ (2023) 
by Alisa Kovenlenko, ‘Black 
Robe’ (2023) by Bruce Beres-
ford, ‘The Exorcist’ (1973) 
by William Friedkin, ‘Me 
Captain’ (2023) by Matteo 
Garone, ‘Clara’ (2023) by 
Sabin Dorohoi, ‘The Zone of 
Interest’ (2023) by Jonathan 
Glazer, ‘Ben Hur’ (1959) by 
William Wyler, and ‘Anatomy 
of a Fall’ (2023) by Justine 
Triet.

A cinephile’s daydream 
at the Kolkata film stage

Prapti Biswas

The 29th edition of Kolkata 
International Film Festival 
organized by the Information 
and Cultural Affairs depart-
ment, Government of West 
Bengal, was scheduled on 
5 – 12 December 2023. All 
over Kolkata, the festival was 
happening in different places. 
Films of renowned directors 
from all over the world were 
screened in this film festival. 
There were a total of five 
screens at Nandan complex 
and from 9am to 7pm people 
watched movies free of cost. 
Celebrities like Salman Khan 
, Manoj Bajpayee were invit-
ed to KIFF29.
 We went to the 
festival on Sunday, Decem-
ber 10, at Nandan. It was 
extremely crowded. We still 

managed to get the passes for 
one international movie from 
Myanmar Broken Dreams: 
Stories from Myanmar Coup 
which was a compilation of 
nine short films based on the 
experience of people in the 
protest against Myanmar’s 
dictatorship. As a media 
student with the love for 
filmmaking I learned that we 
don’t need big cameras and 
software to make a movie 
impactful and to portray the 
emotions through the screen. 
The director of one of the 
films was also present. It was 
a devastating experience to 
see the pain of the people of 
Myanmar.
 Nandan was really 
crowded on Sunday. There 
were thousands of people 
who couldn’t watch any mov-
ie. Kennedy, a crime thriller 

movie by Anurag Kashyap, 
was on high demand. There 
were journalists who came 
and took interviews of people 
who were standing in the line 
for passes. 
 In the festival there 
were different food stalls. 
People were enjoying the 
food, listening to live music, 
clicking pictures. There were 
special guests like Kanchan 
Mallick. There was a theme 
song by Anupam Roy playing 
continuously.
 The Film Festival 
has always been a tradition 
for every film buff in the city 
and an attraction for foreign-
ers. A huge number of people 
waits for this event every 
year. This was an experience 
of a lifetime for young adults 
and the movies are a delight 
for every cinephile. 
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Impressions at the 
Kolkata book fair, 2024

বাঙািতর বাংিায অনীহাবাঙািতর বাংিায অনীহা

Anoushka Dutta

International book 
fair 2K24 has started 
since 18 th January and 
will end up on 31 rst 
in Central Park Mela 
Ground, Salt Lake, 
Karunamoyee , Kolkata, 
India .On January 18, 
Chief Minister Mamata 
Banerjee inaugurated 
the 47th International 
Kolkata Book Fair. This 
year’s theme country 
is the United Kingdom 
(UK).This International 
Kolkata Book Fair is 
among the largest book 
fairs in terms of number 
of visitors. Publishers 
from different parts of 
the India and abroad 
regularly participate 
in this book fair which 
takes place in January 
every year. 
 Here the book 
lovers come across a 
huge variety of books 

from all over the 
world. Every year a 
country is invited to 
participate as the Focal 
Theme to showcase its 
literature and culture.
This year US, France, 
Italy, Spain, Thailand, 
Bangladesh, Australia, 
Peru, Argentina, 
Colombia, etc. countries 
are invited Books of 
different jounors 
were there for sell 
like Fiction, Non - 
fiction, Art, Culture, 
Cinema, Education, 
and special offers are 
also available on the 
books alloted for the 
childrens. Not only 
there were different 
types of book stalls 
food stalls and 
handcrafted stalls 
were also placed 
there to increase the 
beauty of the fair.
  From 12 
pm to night the fair 

is full with Book lovers 
people from each corner 
of the city comes to 
choose and buy their 
collection of books. It is 
an honour to be a citizen 
of Kolkata and getting 
the opportunity to utilise 
the stock of books of 
different countries at 
our home town.

খসৌগি জানাখসৌগি জানা

“না না! বাংিা বই খনববা না”                   

৪৭িি আন্তজ্কাতির রিরািা 
বইবিিাবি এই রোিা খবশ 
রবযরবার শুনিাি , হাতসও 
খিবিা, ইংতিবশর ABCD গুবি 
োওযা বাঙাতির বাংিার প্রতি 
অনীহা এর আবগও খশানা 
খগবে িবানীপ্রসাদ িজুিদাবরর 
“বাংিািা তির আবসনা” রতবিায 
হাতসর েবি হবিও বাঙাতির 
রতিন বাস্তবিা ফুবি উবিবে , 
খযোবন বাঙাতি বাবা িা তনবজর 
সন্তানবদর আধুতনরিার ইঁদুর 

খদৌব়ি নািাবি তগবয রবীন্দ্রনাে 
,নজরুিবর খোবিা ররবিও 
তিেিা হযনা। হযূাঁ, সতিযূই হযবিা 
বব়িা খরাম্াতনবি চারতর খিবি 
হবি ইংবরতজ জানার প্রবযাজন 
িাববি বাংিা ি়িবি জানববা 
না এিা সতিযূই বাঙাতির িজ্া 
। আধুতনর বঙ্গবাসী হযবিা 
িুবি খগবে ১৯৫২ সাবির ২১ 
খশ খফব্রুযাতর তদনিাবর খযতদন 
রিাতশ্কযাি খপ্রবসর িাতিবরর 
খেবি রতফর, সািাি, এি. এ. 
ক্াবসর োত্র বররি ও আবু্ি 
জব্ারসহ আরও অবনবর 
বাংিার জনযূ , বাংিা িাষার তিন্ন 
রাব্রের দাতববি িাষা আব্ািবন 
রাজিবে গুতিতবদ্ধ হবয িৃিুযূবরণ 
রবরন যার ফিস্বরূি ১৯৭১ সাবি 
স্বাধীনিা িায বাংিাবদশ ।
     যার স্মরবণ 21 খশ খফব্রুযাতর 
সারাতবশ্ব আন্তজ্কাতির িািৃাষা 
তদবস িািন রবর।
 সবতরেু তর খবিািুি িুবি 
খগবে বাঙাতি !  আবহাি, 
আবন্দ্রা, রাংরাস, খসংিাই, খিাি 
সহ শিাতধর িািৃিাষা আজ  
হাতরবয খগবে।   আ শ া 
রতর বাংিািাষী বাঙাতি বাঁতচবয 
রােবব বাংিািাষাবর , বাঙাতি 
স্মরণ ররবব অির এরুবশর 
খসই তদনিাবর,প্রতিবের ২১ খশ 
খফব্রুযাতরবি সতমিতিি ধ্বতনবি 
উচ্াতরি হবব -”আিার িাইবযর 
রবতে রাঙ্গাবনা এরুবশ খফব্রুযাতর, 
আতি তর িুতিবি িাতর”।

Republic Day at Brainware: 
Unfurling the Tricolour 

The 75th Republic Day was 
celebrated on our university 
campus today. 
 The Tricolour was 
unfurled at 9.30 am, in the 
presence of Dr B. B. Bar-
ik, Dean, School of Med-
ical & Allied Health Sci-

ence, Dr Anant Srivastava, 
Dean, Academics, Dr Alok 
Kumar Chowdhury, HOD, 
Psychology, other faculty 
and staff members, students 
of Brainware University 
and Brainware skills unit. 
 The flag unfurl-

ing programme was fol-
lowed by  speeches by the 
deans and a cultural pro-
gramme by the students. 
Sweets were distributed at 
the end of the programme.

     Picture by Mr. Samiran Mondal         

 Picture by Mousumi Das  Picture by Mousumi Das
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All in a day’s work:
 A teacher and a student 

Payal Dhauria

As Subham Chatterjee diligent-
ly pursues his Master’s degree in 
Law, he also dabbles in teaching 
within the gates of Brainware 
University, demonstrating an 
amazing mix of drive and deter-
mination. This unusual route is 
the result of pure determination 
and an abiding desire to learn, 
not random chance.
 Proper preparation 

and constant 
dedication are 
necessary to 
manage rigorous 
coursework and 
teaching duties. 
He does, how-
ever, flourish 
in this dynamic 
setting, finding 
inspiration in 
the intellectual 
interchange and 
the chance to 
truly impact his 
students. lives. 
Since he has 
more control 
and can learn 
even more while 
teaching, Sub-
ham believes 
that teaching is a 
more enjoyable 

task.
 As he progresses 
through and learns more about 
his Master’s program, he is as-
signed courses like “Gender 
Justice” and “Human Value and 
Ethics” for the odd semesters 
and “Forensic Science,” “Proj-
ect Management,” and “Essence 
of Indian knowledge and tradi-
tion” for the even semesters. By 
stating, “A teacher is not a teach-
er unless they cater to the stu-

dents’ interest,” he surmounted 
the first challenge posed by the 
students’ demand for vernacular 
language. He makes an effort to 
make his classroom more than 
just a place for learning; in addi-
tion, he fosters critical thinking, 
supports direct communication, 
and offers a secure environment 
where students may confide in 
him, which also teaches him 
how to handle unexpected situ-
ations.
 When asked how he 
was adjusting to this new expe-
rience, Subham said that he had 
always been naturally curious 
because he grew 
up surrounded by 
people who were 
deeply involved 
in academia. He 
had personal ex-
perience with the 
changing pow-
er of education 
and its capacity 
to shape young 
minds. This 
stoked his desire 
to connect with 
students as much 
as teach them. He 
expresses grati-
tude to Brainware 
University and its 
faculty members 

for giving him the chance to get 
firsthand experience as a student 
teacher. 
 Subham’s story is 
more than just an individual’s 
academic pursuit; it’s a testa-
ment to the power of combin-
ing passion with purpose. He 
has delved into corporate life 
as well while studying law but 
he is more passionate about the 
academic field and he continues 
on his chosen path, there’s no 
doubt that Subham will leave a 
lasting impact on the legal field 
and, more importantly, on the 
lives of his students.

A MEETING TO REMEMBER
Krishnendu Ghosh

Meeting with Moupia Nandy , the 
deputy editor of Zee 24 Ghonta, 
for a podcast shooting was a fab-
ulous experience for me,

To be very honest, the person we 
see everyday in front of the cam-
era is completely different from 
behind the camera, she loves to 
meet and talk with new people , 
I really enjoyed the whole shoot, 
I love the way she can speak 
beautifully ,

There are many things to learn 
from her , such as polite behavior, 
nice speaking skill , clarity of her 
language etc.

At the end of the shoot we chatted 
with our team with coffee and 
while a moment she said “Opps 
!! I have a show from 8:00 PM “ 
Tata

Seriously, it was a great meet 
with her.
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অর্ক দ্যূতি দাসঅর্ক দ্যূতি দাস

বাঙাতির গব্ক তিযািী বসার যার খেিাবব 
রবযবে ৬ তি আি হাজার শৃঙ্গ জয এবং ১৪ 
খেবর ১৫ তি েয খেবর সাি হাজার তিিার 
শৃঙ্গ জয, এবার খসই ‘িাহাত়ি রনযূা’ তিযািী 

বসাবর খদো খগি এর অনযূ রূবি রিরািার 
আন্তজ্কাতির বইবিিায খদারানদার তহবসবব। 
এ বের ১৮ই জানুযাতর ৪৭ িি আন্তজ্কাতির 
বইবিিা অনুতঠিি হবিা খসন্টাি িার্ক, খিিা 
গ্াউন্ড, ররুণািযী, সল্টবিবর। খোিবদর 
বই খেবর শুরু রবর ব়িবদর তবতিন্ন ধরবনর 

তবতিন্ন স্তবরর বই খদেবি িাওযা যায 
এই আন্তজ্কাতির বইবিিায। এই বইবযর 
খদারাবনর িাশািাতশ এ বের খদেবি িাওযা 
খগি িাউন্ট এিাবরস্ট জযী তিযািী বসাবরর 
খদারান।  খরেতরং ররবি বা িব্কিাবরাহবন 
খগবি খযসব সািগ্ী িাবগ িা তরেু তরেু 

তজতনস তনবয িার এই খোট্ট খদারান খোট্ট 
জাযগার িবধযূ। এই খদারাবন রবযবে শীবির 
খদবশর গ্ািস, জযূাবরি, জুবিা,  তলিতিং বযূাগ। 
রি দাবি িানুবষর িবধযূ িা তবতরি ররাই হবিা 
তিযািী বসার এর উবদেশযূ।এর িাশািাতশ 
এই খদারাবনর আরও এরতি উবদেশযূ 
িানুষবর িাহাত়ি িতরববশ দ্ষণ সম্বর্ক 
সবচিন ররা, এবং শীবির খদবশ খরেতরং 
এ খগবি বা িব্কি আবরাহবন খগবি তরিাবব 
তনবজবর বাতঁচবয রােববন খসই সম্বর্ক প্রচার 
এবং সবচিন ররাই িষেযূ।  িব্কি আবরাহবন 
যারা ইচু্র িারা তরিাবব প্রতশষেণ খনবব, 
খরাোয খসই প্রতশষেণ িাওযা যায, তরিাবব 
তনবজবর িানতসরিাবব প্রস্তুি রবর িুিবব 
খসই সিস্ত তরেু সম্বর্ক িানুবষর িবধযূ 
প্রচার ররবি বা সরাসতর এিাবরস্ট জযী 
তিযািী বসাবরর সবঙ্গ রো বিা জনযূ িার 
এই খদারান। 
 খদশবর এতগবয তনবয যাওযার 
িবে বাধা হবয উবিবে িার ঋবণর খবাঝা। 
সররাতর বযূাবকে ঋণ িার প্রায 19 িষে িারা 
িাশািাতশ খনিাবিও ৩০ িষে িারা ঋণ। 
িারা না খিিাবি িারায এেবনা হাবি িাযতন 
অন্নি্ণ্কা এবং িারািু অতিযান সাতিবির 
সাতি্কতফবরি। তিযািী বসার ববিন “ এবদবশ 
খযবহিু িব্কি আবরাহবণর প্রচার খনই িাই 
ব়ি ব়ি স্পন্সর িার এরদিই িান না। 
গিানুগতিরিাবব খযিা তরিবরি এবং ফুিবি 
খেিা খিবয আবস। সররার এবং রবি্কাবরি 
সংস্া যতদ এই বযূািাবর এতগবয আবস িাহবি 
েুবই সাহাযযূ হয আিাবদর িবিা িব্কি 
আবরাহনবদর। আিার িাতরবাতরর অবস্া েুব 
িাবিা না, গি বের অব া্বর িাবস িা িারা 
যায, বাবা অসুস্ আতে্কর সাহাযযূ েুব এরিা 
িায না বাত়ি খেবর। বযূততেগি িাবব সাহাযযূ 
খিবযতে অবনর িবব বযূততেগিিাবব সবিা 
সম্ভব নয। যতদ এবষেবত্র সররার এতগবয 
আবস িাহবি তনশ্চযই খদবশর নািবর িৃতেবীর 
এর নম্বর স্াবন তনবয খযবি িারব ববি আশা 
রতর। খসই ররি িাবব তনবজবর প্রস্তুি ররতে 
আতি। এর িাশািাতশ আতি নযূাশনাি তকিও 
খেবিতে, িাবস্কিযূাি,  রোই রযূাবন্ডা খি ব্যূার 
খবল্টও আবে। আগািী তদবন ইন্টারনযূাশনাি 
অতিতম্র খেিার ইচ্া আবে। তরন্তু আতে্কর 
অিাবই বাধা হবয উবিবে এই িতররল্পনাবর 
বাস্তবব রূিান্ততরি ররবি। আিার িবধযূ খয 
তববশষ ষেিিািা রবযবে, অতসিবজন ো়িা 
আতি আবরাহন ররবি িাতর খসিাবর বযূবহার 
রবর আতি এতগবয  খযবি চাই এবং খদবশর 
নাি উজ্জ্বি ররবি চাই”।

যখন ফিরে যার�া স্বপনচাফেণী
সহেলী ঘ�োষসহেলী ঘ�োষ

যখন ফিহে যোহ�ো

তখন মহন পড়হ�-

 উপে েহ়ে শুহ়ে চা োদ ঘদখতোম

চা োহদে আহলো এহস পড়হতো

আমোে মখুমন্ডহল

আমোে একতেিো খোহেে একধোহে

চা োহদে আহলো এহস পড়হতো

 নোেহকোল গোছেে পোতো়ে

ঘযন ঘসোনোে শেে মোথো়ে

জোনোলোে পোহশে পকুুেফে ও

েহতো ঘজোৎস্োহলোফকত

চোফেফদহকে �ে-�োফড়, গোেপোলো়ে

ঘয ফেল আচেোফদত

ফৰিহলে পোহশে ইউক্োফলপেোস গোেেো়ে

   লক্ী ঘপাচোে ঘরেম জমোহনো উল্োস

চকচহক ঘসই উচেোস

দূহে মোচো়ে �সো

কহ়েক �খোহে ছো োড়োে দল

�োচচোহদে পোহ়ে তোড়োহনো িুে�ল।

ফিহে ঘযতোম অতীহত, �ত্ত মোহন, ভফ�ষ্হত

মহন পড়হতো ঘতোমোে কথো

ঘদহখো আমোে েোহত এহস পহড়ছে ঘজোৎস্ো

তখনই ফভজহতো দু-ঘচোহখে পোতো

ইহচে েহতো আেও ফকেু ভোফ�

ফকনু্ ফক ভো�হ�ো জোনতোম নো

ে়েহতো ঘসখোহন ফেল নো ঘকোহনো ভো�নো

তোও ঘচষ্ো়ে ডুহ� ঘযতোম

সোফেহত্ে পোতো়ে ঘতোমোহক খুাজতোম।

কখন �হুম মগ্ন েতোম

�ুঝতোম ও নো।

অ�্ত্দীপ দোসঅ�্ত্দীপ দোস

ঘতোমোে সপহশ্ত ফমহশ থোকুক ৰিীহমেে কোহলো ঘতোমোে সপহশ্ত ফমহশ থোকুক ৰিীহমেে কোহলো 

ঘমহ�ে �ন�েো,ঘমহ�ে �ন�েো,

ঘতোমোে আ�েহে পফেপেূ্ত ঘেোক ঘরেমম়ে ঘতোমোে আ�েহে পফেপেূ্ত ঘেোক ঘরেমম়ে 

�ফৃষ্ে আচেনতো।�ফৃষ্ে আচেনতো।

রেকৃফতে ফস্গ্ধ গহধে ,স�জু �োহস ঘতোমোে রেকৃফতে ফস্গ্ধ গহধে ,স�জু �োহস ঘতোমোে 

সপশ্তকোতে ফশেেে জোফগহ়ে তুলকু এক সপশ্তকোতে ফশেেে জোফগহ়ে তুলকু এক 

মো়েো�ী ঘনশোে,মো়েো�ী ঘনশোে,

ফমহশ ঘগছেো ঘয তুফম এক অদু্ত স�হুজে ফমহশ ঘগছেো ঘয তুফম এক অদু্ত স�হুজে 

সমোহেোহেসমোহেোহে

সফৃষ্ কহেছেো �োে �োে ,ফমফষ্ মধেু সফৃষ্ কহেছেো �োে �োে ,ফমফষ্ মধেু 

লো�হে্েলো�হে্ে

ঘতোমোে কহঠে ফমহশ যোক পোফখে কলে�, ঘতোমোে কহঠে ফমহশ যোক পোফখে কলে�, 

েুা হ়ে যোক �োে �োে হৃদ়েসপরশশিক রেশোফন্েুা হ়ে যোক �োে �োে হৃদ়েসপরশশিক রেশোফন্

ঘেোদ্েু আে েো়েোে মোহঝ �োেং�োে িুহে ঘেোদ্েু আে েো়েোে মোহঝ �োেং�োে িুহে 

উঠুক ঘতোমোে রেফতিফলত েূপউঠুক ঘতোমোে রেফতিফলত েূপ

নোফতশীতশ্ন মো়েো জোহল তুফম েহ়ে ওহঠো অনন্।নোফতশীতশ্ন মো়েো জোহল তুফম েহ়ে ওহঠো অনন্।

মোফেে ঘশোদো গহধে পফেপেূ্ত ঘেোক ঘতোমোে মোফেে ঘশোদো গহধে পফেপেূ্ত ঘেোক ঘতোমোে 

ঈশ্বেী়ে মো়েোঘ্োন।ঈশ্বেী়ে মো়েোঘ্োন।

সহুখে আলপনো এা হক েুা হ়ে দোও তুফম সহুখে আলপনো এা হক েুা হ়ে দোও তুফম 

রেকৃফতে ঘশষ রেোন্,রেকৃফতে ঘশষ রেোন্,

ঘতোমোে এক িলক চোহুফনহত , ঘভোহেে ঘতোমোে এক িলক চোহুফনহত , ঘভোহেে 

সহূয্তে আভো ঘেোক রেোে�ন্।সহূয্তে আভো ঘেোক রেোে�ন্।

কল্পনোে ঘরেফমকো তুফম,একোন্ই রেকৃফতেকল্পনোে ঘরেফমকো তুফম,একোন্ই রেকৃফতে

   Picture of Krishnendu Ghosh with Moupia Nandy

  Subham Chatterjee as a teacher 

   Subham Chatterjee, the student

 Piyali Basak at Kolkata Book Fair

 First year Media Science and Journalism student, 
Prasanjit Bhattacharjee, along with journalists and 
Union minister for information and broadcasting,  

Anurag S. Thakur, at Agartala



3  Creative Surge 

    Hope blooms. Photograph by Chandrei Nayak
  Heritage grandeur in esplanade. Picture by Prapti Biswas     িৃিপ্রায | সাবহবা োিুন 

  Winged messenger of spring. Picture by Debkanta Banerjee  Black headed oriole. Picture by Krishnendu Ghosh

  িাব তবতনিয , রিরািা আন্তজ্কাতির বই খিিা । বািন দাস 

   A picture perfect end to the day. Picture by Neha Ghosh
  স্য্ক যেন অবস্ত িবর ঢুতি| সুরিী হািদার
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Media star RJ Kaushik illuminates 
Brainware University with his presence

Prapti Biswas

The department of Media 
Science and Journalism of 
Brainware University organ-
ised a seminar on ‘Navigating 
Broadcasting Excellence’ by 
Media Maestro RJ Kaushik 
Bhattacharjee from Big FM 
92.7 to guide the students to-
ward their best career options.
RJ Kaushik anchors his fa-
mous show named ‘Khas 
Kaushik’ and has been in this 

entertainment line for more 
than 20 years. He is a radio 
jockey, actor, mimicry artiste 
and comedian.
 RJ Kaushik started 
the seminar with his intro-
duction where he said that he 
never got the education about 
media like us as he is from an 
engineering background. He 
shared stories about his ex-
periences.  There was a ques-
tion-answer session where 
Kaushik Bhattacharjee not 

only gave all the answers to 
the questions of the students 
but also offered suggestions 
for improving voice modula-
tion and pronunciation.  He 
said, “If someone has 3s in 
life, then they are privileged.” 
The three S are Space, Sound 
and Sweat. The privilege to 
have your own space,  your 
own voice and to hear sound 
and the privilege to not sweat.
RJ Kaushik also talked about 
building confidence. “Think 

you will do good and there is 
nothing that can stop you” said 
the media maestro. He talked 
about how we all should start 
networking, public speaking, 
reading, watching movies to 
develop our skills for the fu-
ture.
 The seminar was a 
very helpful and informative 
session of three hours and the 
students were happy to get the 
answers to their questions and 
share the room with their idol.

Memorable visit to The Times of
 India group offices in Kolkata

Asmita Debnath

Immersed in the pulsating 
heart of journalism, the me-
dia students from Brainware 
University embarked on an 
enlightening journey to the 
offices of the Times of India. 
This industry visit served as 
a window into the dynamic 
world of news reporting, offer-
ing them a firsthand experience 
of the intricate workings of one 
of India’s leading news estab-
lishments. 
The visit was more than just a 
tour; it was an opportunity to 
witness the relentless pursuit 
of truth that drives the field 
of journalism. The students 
observed the reporters, jour-
nalists, and editors in their nat-
ural habitat, gaining insights 
into their meticulous work 
processes. They marvelled at 
the seamless blend of patience 
and precision that these profes-
sionals exhibited, transforming 
raw information into impactful 
news stories. 
 The students were 
privy to the various stages of 
news production, from the ini-
tial gathering of information 
to the final publication. They 
learned about the diverse fields 
that the journalists catered to, 
understanding the specialized 
skills required for each. From 
politics to sports, business to 
entertainment, the wide ar-
ray of sectors covered by the 
Times of India offered the stu-
dents a comprehensive view of 
the expansive scope of journal-
ism.
 This industry visit 
was not merely an education-
al excursion but a stepping 
stone into the world of media. 
It provided the students with 
a deeper understanding of the 
roles and responsibilities of 
journalists, instilling in them 
a profound respect for the pro-
fession. The experience left 
them inspired, fuelling their 
aspirations to contribute mean-
ingfully to the field of media in 
the future.
 Guided by our ad-
junct professor, Sudipta Bhat-
tacharjee, we, the students of 
Brainware University, em-
barked on an enlightening 
journey to The Times of India 
office. Our first encounter was 
with oTamagna Banerjee and 
Dwaipayan Ghosh, crime beat 
reporters whose excellence in 
their respective fields left us in 
awe. 
 Tamagna Banerjee 
covers a variety of topics in-
cluding crime, aviation, human 
rights and politics. Banerjee 
has a  keen interest in human 
interest stories and rural re-
porting. He has completed his 

postgraduation in journalism 
and mass communication and 
has a total of 14 years in jour-
nalism. He shared his perspec-
tive that reporting is a relative-
ly easy task compared to other 
professions like engineering 
and medicine. He suggested 
that many people have a fear 
of mathematics, which is not a 
significant part of reporting. 
He emphasized that despite the 
differences in complexity, the 
responsibility level in report-
ing is on a par with these se-
rious professions. For instance, 
a doctor performing surgery 
or an engineer constructing a 
bridge must consider numer-
ous factors and make critical 
decisions. Similarly, a reporter, 
even without formal training 
in engineering, medicine, or 
finance, is expected to write 
about these topics accurately.
 Dwaipayan Ghosh, 
another crime beat reporter, 
introduced us to his world of 
journalism. His coverage spans 
from crime and justice to state 
and central investigating agen-
cies, offering a  comprehensive 
view of significant events and 
stories. His articles, which can 
be found on The Times of In-
dia’s website and other publi-
cations, are a testament to his 
dedication and contribution to 
the intricate process of news 
production, from information 
gathering to final publication.
 He discussed the 
daily routine of reporters and 
their deadlines. Reporters are 
responsible for covering 5 to 
7 stories a day and submitting 
them on time. In newspapers, 
reporters have 8 hours to sub-
mit their reports, while on 
digital platforms, they have to 
submit the news story much 
sooner. 
 He provides an ex-
ample: Imagine that last night, 
two individuals met with an 
accident resulting in their 
unfortunate demise. The fol-
lowing day, you discover that 
these individuals left behind 
suicide notes, indicating that 
they took their own lives. Ad-
ditionally, you learn that there 
is a planned demonstration 
scheduled for tomorrow, and 
today the police are engaged 
in meetings and other related 
activities. Moreover, you come 
across news of a bus accident 
involving the transport depart-
ment, which coincided with 
a police raid. As a committed 
to your profession and remain 
available 24/7. Therefore, your 
task is to accurately report 
these incidents. 
Ghosh said, “In this field, 
people can call you anytime, 
even if you are on vacation. 
If a caller asks for your two 

minutes while you’re enjoying 
your time off. However, you 
do not have immediate access 
to information or confirmation. 
Therefore, you need to veri-
fy the information and speak 
with other individuals involved 
to gather all the necessary de-
tails”.
 They informed us that they 
have a total of 21 editions in 
major cities and also regional 
editions. These regional edi-
tions include the news from 
Kolkata as well as updates 
from Guwahati, Bihar, Mani-
pur, and Bhubaneswar. They 
emphasized the importance of 
being open to changes and be-
ing prepared to modify our sto-
ries if needed. The editor may 
request us to rewrite the entire 
report the next day, so we must 
always be ready with new and 
exclusive content. 
 Today, the editor 
asked for the story from the 
previous day, and we cannot 
say that we have nothing. Also 
he told us when approaching 
the family of a deceased per-
son who was involved in a 
bike accident, it is important 
to be respectful and empathet-
ic towards their feelings. It the 
family does not want to talk to 
reporters, it is best to respect 
their privacy and not push 
them to speak. However, if you 
still want to talk to the fami-
ly, you can try to gather some 
information from the police. 
You can ask the police where 
they arrested the two people 
and what their condition was at 
that time. Once you have this 
information. You can visit the 
family and explain that you 
are a reporter and your job is 
to write the truth. You can also 
share the information you gath-
ered from the police with them. 
It is important to be polite and 
respectful while talking to the 
family. 
 Sandip Das, a news 
editor, explained that reporters 
receive a lot of news in a day, 
some of which is related to a 
particular region. When a re-
porter takes a report, they mark 
it with flags, which are men-
tioned twice or thrice. The re-
porter then cuts those flags and 
makes a trace of them, without 
the journal. This is done so that 
the report is not too technical 
and can be easily understood 
by the readers. The reporter’s 
job is to cut those flags that can 
be traced. . 
 For instance, if you 
are writing an accident report, 
you can use 5W 1H method to 
ensure that you cover all the 
important details. Similarly, if 
you are reporting on new crime 
laws, you can structure your 
copy in a way that highlights 

the most important changes. 
 It is important to 
keep in mind that readers 
have limited attention spans 
and will quickly lose interest 
if your copy does not capture 
their attention within the first 
few lines. In fact, studies show 
that readers often only read the 
headlines and look at the pic-
tures on social media. There-
fore, it is essential to make 
sure that your headline is at-
tention-grabbing and that your 
copy is structured in a way that 
keeps the reader engaged.
 Rupa Talukdar is an 
editor for The Times School 
Edition. She has worked with 
Sudipta Ma’am, who was 
her senior. Rupa’s work in-
volves sending content, daily 
page-making, and editing. She 
advises that when editing a 
news report, it is important to 
follow the inverted pyramid 
structure, which means that the 
most important information 
should be placed at the begin-
ning of the article, followed 
by the less important details in 
subsequent paragraphs. 
 Rupa also looks af-
ter the student edition paper 
of The Times of India, which 
is designed to cater to children 
and young adults. All stories in 
the edition are kept short and 
concise, and are mostly pre-
sented in bullet from, which 
makes it easy for children to 
read and understand. Rupa 
believes that bulletins are an 
effective way to catch people’s 
attention, especially when 
accompanied by relevant pic-
tures. 
 We had an amazing 
industry visit to The Times 
of India office with Sudipta 
Ma’am and our classmates, 
including Tanushree Dutta, 
Dipshika Gupta Prasad, Suravi 
Halder, Souvick Chakraborty, 
Sougata Jana, Krittika Bharti, 
Payel Sasmal, Manashi Mon-
dal, Shambo Sarkar, Dwipam 
Banerjee, Shreya Ghosh, Prap-
ti Biswas, Saheba Khatun, 
Chandrei Nayak, Soma Mon-
dal, Soumyadeep Paul, Rajesh 
Purkait, Asmita Debnath and 
Raj Banerjee. The ground floor 
is occupied by The Ei Samay 
Office, while the first floor 
houses The Times of India.
 We enjoyed the day 
very much and learned many 
things about the world of jour-
nalism. We were fascinated to 
learn how journalists and re-
porters collect news through-
out the day and submit it within 
8 hours. It’s a challenging job 
that requires them to work all 
day, but it’s also rewarding to 
be able to share important sto-
ries with the world. We were 
impressed by the dedication 

A visit to the Times of India office
Prapti Biswas

On the afternoon of Janu-
ary 18, 19 students of the 
BSc first semester and 
Sudipta ma’am reached the 
office of The Times of In-
dia on S.N. Banerjee Road 

in Kolkata and started ex-
ploring. We saw the news-
room , newsdesk, real life 
reporters and editors. It 
was an honour to meet the 
editor Sunando Sarkar. He 
was very welcoming and 
gave us good advice that 

will be useful for the stu-
dents in future.
 Then the crime 
beat reporters Tamaghna 
Bannerjee and Dwaipayan 
Ghosh introduced them-
selves to us. They gave us 
the key points of writing 

a report. They spoke of 
the verification and cross-
checking process before 
publishing an article. They 
told us how to approach 
and handle a source. The 
friendly way they asked 
and answered our ques-
tions was the best part. 
Among them the time flew 
in the blink of an eye.
 We met other edi-
tors and reporters too, like 
Ajanta Chakraborty, who 
made our visit memorable. 
We are grateful to Sudipta 
ma’am for arranging this 
and giving us the oppor-
tunity to meet our idols. 
Students got inspired by 
the people in the office, 
learned new things and 
also got motivated for their 
future.

Industry visit to TV9

Sritama China

Brainware University’s Media 
Science and Journalism depart-
ment holds industry visit to top 
news channel. In a move to fa-
miliarise students with the intri-
cacies of a television channel’s 
operations, Brainware Univer-
sity’s Department of Media Sci-
ence and Journalism organised a 

two-day industrial visit to TV9 
Bangla in Kolkata on December 
7 and 8. Second-year postgradu-
ate students and followed by the 
first-year postgraduate students 
of the department were accom-
panied by assistant professor 
and former industry person SK 
Quadrat E Khoda for the visit. 
 The visit commenced 
with an overview of the broad 

duties and functions of a tele-
vision news channel, which 
included gathering news, com-
municating with field reporters, 
working in the PCR and MCR 
rooms, working in the news-
room and other administrative 
tasks. 
 The students had 
the opportunity to see the func-
tioning of different newsroom 
desks. The students observed 
the producers working under 
time constraints on news bul-
letins and learned how authors 
quickly develop scripts in order 
to meet deadlines. The students 
met with TV9 Bangla’s Con-
sulting editor-Anirban Choud-
hury, Amritanshu Bhattacha-
rya, the channel’s managing 
editor, and other professionals 
who explained the segments 

and departments of the chan-
nel and provided the students 
with detailed information about 
the television channel’s input, 
processing, and output. They 
advised the students to acquire 
the necessary skill sets in order 
to easily obtain journalistic and 
production employment in tele-
vision networks.The students 
learned a great deal from the in-
dustry visit since they were able 
to comprehend the procedures 
that go into a television news 
programme. Additionally, they 
had the chance to speak with 
anchors who were willing to re-
spond to their questions. The in-
dustry visit to TV9 Bangla came 
to an end at the General News 
Room, where they discovered 
how the public is informed 
about news stories.

Journey of growth and learning: My 
internship experience at The Telegraph

Esheka Mitra

Joining the Telegraph internship 
has been like stepping into a 
world where learning meets 

excitement, blending the allure 
of a dream come true with a 
vibrant atmosphere of support 
and growth. From day one the 
Telegraph team has been more 
than colleagues they’re partners 
in success. 
The workplace is not just a desk 
it’s a community of like-minded 
individuals working together to 
achieve greatness. Each morning 
my heart excites with anticipation 
as I awaken to the reality of my 
Telegraph journey. It’s not just 
a routine it’s the fulfillment of a 
heartfelt dream. 
The stress of the unknown is 
replaced by the excitement of 
embracing what lies ahead. What 

sets this internship apart is the 
absence of stress and exhaustion. 
The workplace becomes a lively 
space where I soak up knowledge 
turning every assignment into 
self-discovery. Each task is a 
chance to expand my capabilities 
transforming the workplace into 
a dynamic arena of knowledge.
 I extend sincere 
gratitude to my teachers for 
laying the groundwork. Their 
teachings are the backbone of 
my confidence, helping me face 
challenges at The Telegraph with 
courage and determination. In 
this experience I’m not just an 
intern I’m actively contributing 
to a shared quest for excellence. 

 The joy I feel from 
being in this dream workplace 
is in sync with the satisfaction I 
gain from enhancing my skills in 
an environment that encourages 
personal and professional growth. 
As I continue this thrilling 
adventure I am committed to 
going above and beyond to fully 
immerse myself in the wealth of 
opportunities around me. Every 
task is an opportunity every 
challenge is a chance to prove 
my mettle. With a heart full of 
gratitude and a spirit ready for 
the journey ahead. My internship 
at The Telegraph is not just a 
stepping stone in my career but 
a defining chapter in my life.

Esheka Mitra in the office 
of The Telegraph

MSc student Sourav Mondal, at The Times of India 
office in Kolkata, where he is now an intern

The students with TOI editor Sunando Sarkar (extreme right). 

The TOI reporters and editor interacting with the student.


